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AWS Academy and AWS Educate Teacher Guide 

PLTW Computer Science courses make connections with the AWS Academy and AWS Educate platforms, 

Amazon’s global initiatives to provide teachers and students with comprehensive resources for building skills in 

cloud technology. AWS Educate is student centric; students create their accounts to explore cloud career 

pathways and earn badges. AWS Academy is institution centric; educators create learner labs (a.k.a. 

classrooms) and invite students to participate. You can choose to use such resources with your students for 

further cloud computing enrichment.  

One service within the AWS Academy platform is Cloud9, a cloud-based integrated development environment 

(IDE) that allows students to individually create programs and collaborate in a shared workspace. Cloud9 is 

required for PLTW Computer Science Principles (CSP) and optional for Computer Science Essentials (CSE). 

 

AWS Educate vs AWS Academy: 
• Effective July 27th, 2021, all educator functionality within AWS Educate has been migrated to AWS 

Academy. This includes the Cloud9 service used in some of the PLTW CS courses.  

• Teachers will need to invite students to AWS Academy to give them access to Cloud9. Students will 
then accept the invitation and create their AWS Academy accounts accordingly. 

• In addition to the AWS Academy accounts, some of the PLTW CS courses will need students to sign up 
for another account—an AWS Educate account—to access content such as career pathways and 
badges. Instructions for the AWS Educate sign-up process are in the General Student Resources 
accessible within Courses once you log into myPLTW. 

AWS Academy account applications require approval and may take a few days to be approved or declined. 

You will need time to set up your AWS Academy account, create a learner lab, and add students to your lab 

prior to starting students in AWS Academy Cloud9, so it is best to give yourself 1–2 weeks to ensure this 

process is completed in time. 

 

***Important Account Migration Clarification: Please note that if you already had an AWS Educate teacher 

account with an active classroom at the time of this migration, you may have already received an email 

notification that your account has been migrated to AWS Academy (check your Clutter and Junk folders for 

emails from AWS Academy.) If your account was migrated with your Institution set as: 

 Your school (or district), then you are good to go. Simply log in to AWS Academy and follow the 

steps in this guide to create a learning lab and invite your students.  

 Project Lead the Way (or PLTW), then it is highly recommended that you submit a new application 

with your school (or district) as your Institution. Refer to the next section of this guide for details. 

Also, feel free to reach out to support@awsacademy.com with any questions. 
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AWS Academy Registration 

AWS Academy accounts are institution centric. You can register your school and a Central Point of Contact 

(CPOC), and once approved, the CPOC can then nominate themselves and other educators within their 

institution without the need for any additional approvals. 

Before you begin, check with your school to see if it is already registered as an institution with AWS Academy. 

If it is, make sure to ask for its CPOC’s contact information. 

To get an account, use one of the following two methods: 

1) If your school is not registered as an institution with AWS Academy: 

a. Go to https://www.awsacademy.com/ and fill out an institution application. Make sure to check 

the Central Point of Contact option.  

Note: If you do not want to be the CPOC, talk to your school administration and decide who 

should be the CPOC and have them submit the application for your school and complete the 

steps below to nominate you as an educator. 

b. Once you submit your application, you will receive an email with a verification code that you 

should use to verify your email address on your application. AWS Academy will review your 

application, check if your institution already has an account, and eventually accept (or reject) 

your application. 

c. Once your application is accepted, you will receive a welcome email from AWS Academy. Use 

the link in the email to set up your password and accept the AWS Academy Terms and 

Conditions. 
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d. In the Educators page, select Nominate an Educator. 

 

e. Choose the AWS Academy Foundation Level curriculum and select Nominate. 
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You will receive an email that you have been nominated and can start using the AWS Academy 

resources. 

2) If your school is already registered as an institution with AWS Academy account, contact the CPOC and 

request that they nominate you as an educator (per steps d and e above). This process will not require 

any approval from AWS Academy. 

a. Once you are nominated, you will automatically receive an email from AWS Academy that your 

nomination has been accepted. 

b. You will also receive a separate welcome email with a password setup link. Use the link to set up 

your password, then review and acknowledge the AWS Academy Program Guide. 

 

Note: If you already have a deactivated AWS Academy account with your institution, it will simply get 
reactivated. 
 

Congratulations! You are now an AWS Academy Accredited Instructor.  

 

AWS Academy LMS and Learner Labs 

Once you are an AWS Academy Accredited Instructor, you can create your learning lab (a.k.a. a class) in the 

AWS Academy LMS and invite students to the lab. 

1) Log into the AWS Academy portal and select the Resources page.  

2) Scroll down to the General Course Materials section and open the AWS Academy Learner Lab 

Educator Guide (PDF). This resource will guide you through the creation of your learning lab and the 

steps to invite your students. Keep this resource open in another window while you continue to work in 

the AWS Academy portal. 

3) Access the LMS page.  

 

Note: You will notice that you have been invited to an Educator Orientation course. We recommend 

you go through the orientation course at your own pace. It is a very helpful course that will guide you 

through all the AWS Academy features and services. 
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4) Follow the instructions in the AWS Academy Learner Lab Educator Guide to learn how to create your 

learning lab(s), invite students, act as a specific student, and view the course using the Student View. 

 

Notes:  

 You will be notified in the LMS portal (Canvas) as well as by email when your learning lab is 

created. It usually takes about 10-15 minutes. 

 When adding students to your learning lab (Canvas class), use a comma-separated list of their 

email addresses to send them the invitations. 

o Students who already have an AWS Academy account with the email address you 

used in the invitation will automatically receive the invitation. 

o For students who are new to AWS Academy, you will need to select them to confirm 

their invitations to your lab. You can select them all in one click using the checkbox on 

the table header. 

Also note that adding their names is optional—you can simply click Next to send the 

invitations. 

 

Accessing an AWS Academy Learner Lab (Students) 

Students receive the invitations by email to get started. Once they access the AWS Academy email, they will 

click the Get Started link, which will prompt them to use a Canvas account to continue. They can use an 

existing Canvas account if they have one through school, or simply create a new one and accept the terms of 

use. 
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Once in the AWS Academy Learner Lab – Foundation Services course in Canvas, students can select 

Modules > Learner Lab – Foundational Services to launch the learner lab. This lab starts off with $100 

credits per student. Students can click the Start Lab button to spin up the virtual lab and the End Lab 

button to close the lab. The session times out after four hours, which helps preserve the student credits as 

credits decrease as long as a lab session is open. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After students start a lab, the AWS status at the top left of the screen will turn green indicating that the AWS 

Academy services are ready for them to use. 

Students will then click the green AWS link to launch the AWS Management Console.  They can take 

advantage of all the services available in their AWS Academy learning lab. 

Remind students to click the End Lab button in their Canvas window when they are done. Otherwise, the 

session will time out after four hours to preserve their credits. 

Details instructions are available for students for AWS Academy and Cloud9 in the General Student 

Resources. 


